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 that combines linear interpolation with basic flood-fill algorithm. the flooding step is used to store information about the visited
nodes in the map, this step is then repeated for each node that is reached by the algorithm, until it reachs the sink node.

Implementation All images are shown in digital form, generated using vector graphics software like Adobe Illustrator and
Adobe Photoshop. See also Chemical graph notation Chemical graph List of chemical graph notations References External links
Category:Chemical graphs[Factors affecting the specificity of the test and the applicability of the test in the complex evaluation
of the resistance of the bacterial population in water]. The paper presents the information obtained in studying the effect of pH,

salinity and temperature of incubation on the sensitivity of the bacteriological test, the specificity of this test, and the
applicability of the test in the complex evaluation of the resistance of the bacterial population in water. The data obtained show

that the sensitivity of the test is determined by the sensitivity of the nutrient broth and that the specificity of this test is
determined by the nature of the test organisms. The temperature and salinity of the incubation in the test do not affect the

sensitivity of the test but their influence on the specificity is essential. The test can be carried out in the temperature range of
+4--+42 degrees C and in the salinity range of 0.5--+5.0% (w/v) NaCl. The sensitivity of the test does not depend on the pH of

the water being tested. The effectiveness of the test for evaluation of the bacterial population's resistance to disinfectants
depends on the degree of the pathogenicity of the test organisms, the duration of their survival in water, and the efficiency of

the disinfectant under study.1. Technical Field The present invention relates to a lens barrel that drives a lens group. 2. Related
Art Lens barrels have been used to perform various types of focus adjustment and zoom adjustment. For example, there has
been a lens barrel that adjusts the position of a plurality of lenses within the lens barrel. Such a lens barrel includes a rotation
shaft, and a plurality of pinions that are fitted on the rotation shaft, and rotates the rotation shaft, by moving the pinions along

the rotation shaft. A lens barrel including a drive motor and a plurality of pinions that are fitted on a rotation shaft is well
known. In such a lens barrel 82157476af
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